Evaluation and Comparison of multilingual fusion strategies for similarity-based Word Sense Disambiguation
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Abstract. In this article, we investigate the effects on the quality of the disambiguation of exploiting multilingual features with a similarity-based WSD system based on an Ant Colony Algorithm. We considered features from one, two, three or four languages in order to quantify the improvement brought by using features from additional languages. Using BabelNet as a multilingual resource, we considered three data fusion strategies: an early fusion strategy, and two late fusion strategies (majority vote and weighted majority vote). We found that the early fusion approach did not produce any significant improvements while voting strategies adding features from more languages led to an increase in the quality of the disambiguation of up to 2.84%. Furthermore, a simple majority vote led to better results than the weighted variant.
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1 Introduction

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is a core problem in Natural Language Processing (NLP), as it may improve many of its applications, such as multilingual information extraction, automatic summarization or machine translation. More specifically, the aim of WSD is to find the appropriate sense(s) of each ambiguous word in a text from a pre-defined sense inventory.

Focused mainly on the disambiguation of English language text, many WSD algorithms exist and can be classified according different typologies. Figure 1 presents various types of WSD methods according to two dimensions: the use of sense-annotated corpora (y axis) and the use of large lexical databases (x axis). The more an approach is located towards the top of the figure, the more it requires sense-annotated corpora; the more an approach is located towards the right of the figure, the more the quality and size of the lexical databases used is important. Furthermore, the more an approach is located in the upper right corner, the more it will lead to good disambiguation results. Building a
good quality large scale lexical resource and large annotated corpora for one specific language is obviously very costly and one can consider that such resources currently only exist for English.

In this article, we will focus on similarity based methods. These methods assign scores to word senses through semantic similarity (between word senses), and globally find the sense combinations maximising the score over a text. In other words, a local measure is used to assign a similarity score between two lexical objects (senses, words, constituencies) and the global algorithm is used to propagate the local measures at a higher level.

One of the first knowledge-based method was proposed by [1] and assesses semantic similarity as the number of words in common between sense definitions. The Lesk measure is still widely used today, however, in its original form, suffers from the small size of word-sense definitions. Methods have been proposed to partly solve the issue, either by exploiting the definitions of related senses from a structured lexical resource [2] or by considering the surrounding text in the computation of the overlap [3].

The objective of this article is to evaluate if exploiting multilingual features leads to improved results. We successively experiment adding one, two or three language to our WSD system based on a global ant colony algorithm. In the next sections, we first present a general account of data fusion strategies and then describe the semantic similarity measure and the ant colony algorithm that we use. Subsequently we will describe the method we use to generate both monolingual and combined multilingual dictionaries for our extended Lesk measure (early fusion), followed by a description of the different voting strategies we considered, our experimental protocol and the results.
2 Contribution of multilingual informations for WSD

Using multilingual information for Word Sense Disambiguation can be achieved in two ways: either combining multilingual information before the execution of the disambiguation algorithm (early fusion) or combining multilingual information after the execution of the disambiguation algorithm (late fusion).

The concepts of early and late fusion come from the field of classification and were introduced to deal with the combination of multiple sources of information. The objective of information fusion is thus to improve the performance and robustness of classification systems relying on multi-modal or multiple-source mono-modal input ([4], Chapter 4.3).

2.1 Early and late fusion

One of the first works accounting of a combination of multilingual features using an early fusion approach has been proposed by [5], where a unigram word frequency vectorial representation is used. A monolingual vector for each word sense is first created from an English definition. An MT system (Google translate) is then used to obtain features in French, German and Spanish that are subsequently added to the vectors. Each vector is then weighted with a normal distribution for each of the languages. For the evaluation, combinations of English with one, two or three other languages are considered. The model leads to a reduction in the number of classification errors between 10.58% and 25.96%. Moreover, the more languages are added, the better are the results obtained. More recently, [6] have proposed a similar approach, albeit not with a vectorial model, but derived from a simplified lesk algorithm [3] that selects the word senses that maximise the overlap with the words of the surrounding context rather than between combinations of word-senses. For each word sense, the context in English is translated using an MT system in order to obtain multilingual representations. The purpose is to compare the classification error rate reduction between using only one language (English, and through MT German, French, Spanish) to that of using a concatenated context of all four languages. The evaluation was made on the Senseval 2007 lexical sample task and reports a 26% maximal error rate reduction with four combined languages. Hasan et al. [7] have undertaken to evaluate the influence of adding features from multiple languages, but at the level of semantic relatedness measures using either a MT system or manual translation to generate features. They reach the conclusion that additional information can be acquired from multilingual features, thus significantly improving the correlation with human judgement. However they also find that the improvement is all the more significant for languages with scarce lexical resources (37% improvement for Romanian for example against 8% for English).

Late fusion approaches have mostly been used to combine monolingual features through classifier voting strategies. [8] evaluate the combination of different systems through several late fusion strategies on Senseval-1 English as well as Senseval-2 with 4 languages individually. They report improvements of up to
4% over the best published score for the respective campaigns. [9] have similarly evaluated a broad range of WSD algorithms on the Web-Harvested Corpus Annotated with GermaNet Senses, as well as combinations thereof using several voting strategies (majority vote, weighted majority vote, Borda count), which led to an improvement of 7.23% compared to the best performing standalone algorithm (a variant of Lesk). [10] evaluate two WSD systems, one that uses monolingual features only and one that exploits multilingual information extracted from parallel corpora; their combination through a voting strategy leads to an improvement of 2.24%, which constitutes an indication that multilingual features can indeed be combined beneficially through a vote strategy.

2.2 Motivations: Multilingual Word Sense Disambiguation

The results mentioned in the previous section clearly show that there is a lot of potential in using multilingual informations to improve WSD performance. Our work group currently focuses on multilingual Word Sense Disambiguation. The aim of this task is to find the appropriate sense(s) of each word of a text whatever its language (more reasonably for a certain number of languages). The evaluation requires a reference corpus in various languages. Such an evaluation will be carried out in the SemEval 2013 evaluation campaign (task 12: Multilingual Word Sense Disambiguation, march 2013). At the time of the writing, neither the corpus nor the gold standard of the campaign were available. Instead, we used the English all-words task 7 corpus [11] of the SemEval 2007 campaign, where organizers provided a coarse-grained pre-defined sense inventory from WordNet. Considering coarse grained senses distinction means that close senses are counted as equivalent (e.g. snow/precipitation and snow/cover).

3 The LIG-GETALP WSD System

The LIG-GETALP system is a similarity based system. At the local level (between two senses), we use a Lesk similarity measure and at the global level we use our own ant colony algorithm [12–14].

3.1 Local similarity measure: an adaptation of Extended Lesk

Our local algorithm is a variant of the Lesk similarity measure [1], where the score given to a sense pair is the number of words in common between the two definitions, without taking into account either the word order or any syntactic or morphological information.

In this work, we use the definitions from BabelNet, a large scale multilingual lexical resource built from WordNet and Wikipedia (see section 4).

3.2 Global algorithm: Ant Colony Algorithm

Ant colony algorithms (ACA) are inspired from nature through observations of ant social behaviour. Indeed, these insects have the ability to collectively find...
the shortest path between their nest and a source of food (energy). It has been demonstrated that cooperation inside an ant colony is self-organised and allow the colony to solve complex problems. The environment is usually represented by a graph, in which virtual ants exploit pheromone trails deposited by others, or pseudo-randomly explore the graph. ACAs are a good alternative for the resolution of optimization problems that can be encoded as graphs and allow for a fast and efficient exploration on par with other search heuristics. The main advantage of ACAs lies in their high adaptivity to dynamically changing environments. Readers can refer to [15] or [16] for a state of the art.

In this article we use a simple hierarchical graph (text, sentence, word) that matches the structure of the text and that exploits no external linguistic information. In this graph we distinguish two types of nodes: nests and plain nodes. Following [13], each possible word sense is associated to a nest. Nests produce ants that move in the graph in order to find energy and bring it back to their mother nest: the more energy is brought back by ants, the more ants can be produced by the nest in turn. Ants carry an odour (vector) that contains the words of the definition of the sense of its mother nest. From the point of view of an ant, a node can be: (1) its mother nest, where it was born; (2) an enemy nest that corresponds to another sense of the same word; (3) a potential friend nest: any other nest; (4) a plain node: any node that is not a nest. Furthermore, to each plain node is also associated an odour vector of a fixed length that is initially empty.

Ant movement is function of the scores given by the local algorithm, of the presence of energy, of the passage of other ants (when passing on an edge ants leave a pheromone trail that evaporates over time) and of the nodes' odour vectors (ants deposit a part of their odour on the nodes they go through). When an ant arrives onto the nest of another word (that corresponds to a sense thereof), it can either continue its exploration or, depending on the score between this nest and its mother nest, decide to build a bridge between them and to follow it home. Bridges behave like normal edges except that if at any given time the concentration of pheromone reaches 0, the bridge collapses. Depending on the lexical information present and the structure of the graph, ants will favour following bridges between more closely related senses. Thus, the more closely related the senses of the nests are, the more bridges between them will contribute to their mutual reinforcement and to the sharing of resources between them (thus forming meta-nests); while the bridges between more distant senses will tend to fade away. We are thus able to build interpretative paths (possible interpretations of the text) through emergent behaviour and to suppress the need to use a complete graph that includes all the links between the senses from the start (as is usually the case with classical graph-based optimisation approaches).

4 BabelNet, a large scale multilingual resource

BabelNet [17] is a large scale multilingual lexical resource built from the automatic mapping between WordNet synsets and Wikipedia pages. BabelNet is
based on the concept of a *Babel Synset* that contains a WordNet synset and a set (or sets) of related Wikipedia pages. The latter include Wikipedia pages mapped to WordNet synsets (through a disambiguation algorithm), pages related to the mapped pages (inter-page hyper-links), as well as corresponding multilingual pages obtained through Wikipedia’s inter-language links and their redirections towards pages on the Wikipedia in the respective languages. For concepts that are not covered in all languages supported by BabelNet (English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Catalan), a set of related sentences are extracted from the text in linked Wikipedia pages and from Semcor instances [18] and are then translated in the missing languages through a machine translation system, thus guaranteeing a homogeneously high coverage. Figure 2 is an illustration of BabelNet’s structure. Additionally, BabelNet provides glosses (definitions) associated to each Babel synset in all the supported languages, which is invaluably useful for Lesk-based approaches.

**Fig. 2: An overview of BabelNet (figure 2 from [17])**

### 5 Data fusion strategies

As mentioned in previous sections, there are two main data fusion strategies: either combining informations before the execution of the disambiguation algorithm (early fusion) or combining informations after the execution of the disambiguation algorithm (late fusion). In this article, early fusion is achieved by concatenating linked definitions in our lexical resource (BabelNet) and late fusion is achieved by combining the results of the disambiguation obtained for each language. Figure 3 provides illustrations of both strategies for our WSD similarity-based approach.

#### 5.1 Early fusion, *a priori* generation of multilingual dictionaries

We first generate monolingual dictionaries for the four languages chosen for evaluation: English, French, German and Spanish, from which we obtain monolingual results from the execution of our disambiguation algorithm. These results will be used as baselines to evaluate the potential improvement brought by adding more
languages. For the early fusion, we generated dictionaries for all the combinations of 1, 2, 3 and 4 languages (a total of 14 dictionaries) that were subsequently used for the experiments.

5.2 Late fusion voting strategies

As explained earlier, late fusion corresponds to a combination of the output of different classifiers. In the case of results generated by WSD systems for the Semeval All-words task 7, the output of the algorithm is sense assignments for the whole corpus, which exactly corresponds to the output of a classifier over a set of instances. However, the format of the results of the campaign only requires to provide sense labels for each word, which means we have no information on the confidence in the assignments or any form of posterior probability distribution. As such, only a simple majority voting mechanism is applicable [8]. Of course in the case of our ant colony algorithm, each node corresponding to a word sense has an associated energy level that we use to select the final answer. While it does not constitute a posterior probability distribution as such, it offers likelihood values that can be used as weights for a weighted majority vote.

So as to be able to make a fair comparison with other systems, we considered both a simple majority vote and a weighted majority vote.

Specifically in the case of the fusion of multilingual resources, the vote is performed on result files generated by the execution of the algorithm using each of the corresponding monolingual dictionaries as input. For example, in order to apply a late fusion strategy to combine French and English, one needs to make several executions with the dictionaries in both languages. Subsequently the voting strategy can be applied on the result files (in equal number) of French and English executions, to obtain a single result file.

In our experiments, we used 12 input files in total per vote, distributed equally among the languages. Of course this means that we need 12 times more executions to apply a late vote strategy, which constitutes a significant amount of time. In order to mitigate this problem, over 120 executions, we applied the vote on 12 successive answers by increments of 1 modulo 120 so as to obtain 120 vote results without requiring more executions. Even though the samples are somewhat correlated, we found no evidence of impact on the quality of the results obtained compared to always using separate executions.
For the majority vote strategy, for each word of the corpus, we build an histogram of the cumulative distribution of selected senses among the result files. Subsequently, we select for each word the sense with the relative majority (maximum frequency).

For the weighted vote, instead of giving only a single vote for one sense selection, several votes (the weight values) are given for each sense selection. In the case of our algorithm, we had a different energy value for each sense in each result file that we used as a weight. Like for the unweighted majority vote, for each word, the sense with the maximum score (sum of energy values) is selected.

The next section describes more precisely the experiments and their outcome.

6 Experimental evaluation and results

6.1 Experimental Protocol

The objective of our experiments is to determine if multilingual features do indeed improve the quality of disambiguation, and, if so, whether or not the number of languages have an influence on the degree of improvement. Furthermore, we want to know, which, among early fusion and two late fusion techniques for the combination of features, yields the best and most salient results.

Since our algorithm is stochastic in nature, we need to have a representation of the distribution of solutions as accurate as possible in order to make a statistically significant analysis. Thus, we used 120 samples for each of the groups of one, two, three and four languages. In order to avoid any bias we systematically considered all possible language combinations for 1, 2 or 3 languages and the whole language group (the 4 languages together). Depending on the number of combinations, we made for each combination a number of runs so as to obtain 120 executions in total for the whole language group. For example for the 1 language group, we considered 30 executions of English, French, German and Spanish and grouped them together.

In order to study the distribution of the scores depending on each language group, we used a one-way ANOVA variance analysis, coupled with a Tukey’s HSD post-hoc pairwise analysis. The one-way ANOVA analysis is a generalization to several groups of the unpaired t-test that compares the means of only two samples. This method offers a way to test the hypothesis of equality of the mean scores at different levels, e.g between the different groups of languages. If the difference is statistically significant (with a p-value $p < 0.05$), one needs to determine which are the language pairs whose scores are significantly different; Tukey’s method is a way to make all pairwise comparisons of mean scores using studentized range distribution to prevent the accumulation of type I errors (incorrect rejection of a true null hypothesis).

6.2 Results

Figure 4 and Tables 1 and 2 present the average scores and standard deviations for: early fusion, the majority vote and weighted majority vote respectively.
Similarly, Figures 4, 5a and 5b, present box plots of the results; the dashed line is the WordNet first sense baseline. The parenthesis with a † lists the language groups with significant differences in the average score (Tukey’s HSD test).

In order to check the normality assumption for ANOVA, we computed the correlation between the theoretical (normal distribution) and the empirical quantiles. For all language combinations there always was a correlation above 0.99. Furthermore we used Levene’s variance homogeneity test and found a minimum significance level of $10^{-6}$ between all algorithms and metrics.

Before analysing the results, it is important to note that the purpose of this experiment is not to obtain results better than the state of the art, but rather to see the general effect of adding multilingual features without any consideration of a particular language. Indeed, for reference, in a purely monolingual setting, we obtain on average above 77% using a dictionary generated from WordNet only and above 79% using a majority vote strategy. We have noted a decreased score when using only BabelNet compared to using WordNet on English for our WSD algorithm with the current parameters, however for languages other than English, the results remain very interesting. Let us first look at Figure 4 that present the results for the early fusion of multilingual features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>$F_1$ (%)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{F_1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.S. Baseline</td>
<td>78.89</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Lang.</td>
<td>69.92</td>
<td>(4L) 0.0181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Lang.</td>
<td>70.07</td>
<td>(3L, 4L) 0.0132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Lang.</td>
<td>69.59</td>
<td>(2L, 4L) 0.0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Lang.</td>
<td>69.12</td>
<td>(1L, 2L, 3L) 0.0076</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) $F_1$ scores, († ↔ $p < 0.05$) for each (b) Boxplot of $F_1$ scores for early fusion vs. language group for early fusion

WordNet first sense baseline (dashes)

Fig. 4: Results for early fusion

For one language, the average score is quite low, below 70%. However, we can see that the results over English are notably higher than the others (indicated by the many outliers at the top of the distribution). When adding more languages, the general tendency is that the score decreases but also the standard deviation. We can see that the more languages are added, the less outliers there are on the top of the distribution. Furthermore, there are no significant improvements when going from one to two languages. Adding more languages has the effect of causing a slight but significant decrease of the average towards the bottom of the distributions (they roughly share the same minimal value).

We hypothesize that because we only compute our local score as a non-normalised bag of words overlaps and because the number of related Babel
synsets can vary, we find ourselves confronted with definitions of very different lengths. Thus, given that longer definitions are privileged, a strong bias is added to the system. Furthermore, given the automatic construction of BabelNet, we think that there may be a higher degree of noise compared to just WordNet, which may very well cause a shift in the parameter space and thus lead to bad scores for parameters that worked much better when only WordNet was used.

For the results of the majority vote strategy, let us look at table 1 and figure 5a. Compared to the one language case with no vote (69.92%), the vote strategy leads to a leap in the score of 4.14%, which is in accordance with the improvements observed when using voting strategies in a monolingual setting [8, 9]. In terms of the improvement when adding more languages, we can see a steady and significant increase in the average score of +1.73% for two languages and +2.32% for three, while a fourth language did not lead to any significant improvements compared to three languages. Furthermore, adding more languages leads to a more compact distribution: between one language and four languages the standard deviation is divided by six.

For the weighted majority vote (table 2 and figure 5b), we can make the same observations about the effect of adding more languages, except that the scores are notably lower than with a simple majority vote. Indeed, for one language, the difference in the average scores between the majority vote and the weighted majority vote is -1.63%, for two languages -1.86%, for three languages -1.45% and for four languages -1.27%. It appears that the majority vote leads to better results in the WordNet monolingual setting. Given that the majority vote is reported as well to show better results by [9], it may be beneficial to consider other simple weighting schemes, for example different weights per part of speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>$F_1$ (%)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{F_1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.S. Baseline</td>
<td>78.59</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Lang.</td>
<td>74.06</td>
<td>+1(2L, 3L, 4L) 0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Lang.</td>
<td>75.79</td>
<td>+1(1L, 3L, 4L) 0.0172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Lang.</td>
<td>76.38</td>
<td>+1(1L, 2L) 0.0112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Lang.</td>
<td>76.90</td>
<td>+1(1L, 2L) 0.0033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of the $F_1$ scores, ($\dagger \leftrightarrow p < 0.05$) for each language group for majority vote

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>$F_1$ (%)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{F_1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.S. Baseline</td>
<td>78.59</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Lang.</td>
<td>72.43</td>
<td>+1(2L, 3L, 4L) 0.0172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Lang.</td>
<td>73.94</td>
<td>+1(1L, 3L, 4L) 0.0126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Lang.</td>
<td>74.93</td>
<td>+1(1L, 2L, 4L) 0.0083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Lang.</td>
<td>75.63</td>
<td>+1(1L, 2L, 3L) 0.0028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of the $F_1$ scores, ($\dagger \leftrightarrow p < 0.01$) for each language group for weighted majority vote

7 Conclusion and perspectives

In this article, we evaluated on the all-words WSD task of Semeval 2007 the effects on disambiguation quality of exploiting multilingual features with our WSD system based on an Ant Colony Algorithm. Multilingual informations are provided by BabelNet, a lexical multilingual resource available since 2012, and built automatically in aligning Wikipedia and WordNet. Three data fusion strategies
have been used: an early fusion strategy, and two vote-base strategies (majority vote and weighted majority vote). We have found that with the early fusion strategy adding multilingual features did not lead to any significant improvements. Integrating information from BabelNet directly lead to poorer scores than with just WordNet. We believe the main cause is that BabelNet is slightly noisier than WordNet. Our ant colony algorithm requiring a minimal level of parameterization, we believe that the parameters that offered very good results with WordNet were far from optimal when using a lexical resource where a significant number of definitions are built with Machine Translation Systems. However, when using late fusion strategies (voting strategies), there was a clear improvement when adding multilingual features from more and more languages. Possible approaches to improve the results we obtained with early fusion would be to consider different ways of concatenating the glosses, for instance imposing a global maximum length for concatenated definitions. Another approach would be to consider the fusion at the feature level, and to use several monolingual dictionaries at a time in our ant colony algorithm by having different types of ant that use features from a different language and to combine the features in the environment through emergence.
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